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Abstract – Since many years the need of automated microassem-
bly systems i.e. systems to assembly micrometric parts, MEMS
(Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) , MOEMS (Micro-Opto-Electro-
Mechanical Systems) etc., becomes more and more necessary because
of the development of micro components based products. The corre-
sponding tasks (supervision, control, quality inspection, ...) involve
accurate metric measurements from images. The main image source
is the photon videomicroscope whose features are the weakness of the
depth-of-field and that of the field-of-view. The paper deals with the
modelling and calibration of that kind of imaging system. A multi-
scale calibration paradigm is proposed and validated by means of a
commercial video microscope. The model is derived from the usual
perspective model. The latter is simplified by considering a single
scale factor and then the link between the zoom and that scale factor
is established. The calibration is performed through a virtual pattern
made by tracking a silicon micro part in the images of the scene. The
final error between the projection of a pixel and its model is about 1.45
pixel indicating the accuracy of the approach. At the end, the model is
used to perform a visual servoing whose purpose is the aligning and
centering of a micropart with a gripper.

Keywords – Calibration, multiscale, photon video microscope, virtual
pattern, visual servoing, microassembly, micromanipulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Contrary to macroscopic and mesoscopic scales where as-
sembly can be achieved without images of the scene, manipula-
tion at microscopic scale always requires images. The manip-
ulation of biological objects like pollens or ovocytes are typi-
cal examples of micromanipulation. But since many years the
manipulation of artificial objects like monolithic microcompo-
nents, MEMS and MOEMS, has emerged. In that case the im-
ages represent the views of the work scene from which a lot of
metric informations can be derived : the pose of a component
or a gripper, the distance between a component and a gripper,
the speed of a gripper, ... Those data are required for the 2D
or 3D reconstruction of the scene, the quality inspection or the
control of manipulators.
Microassembly corresponds to assembly at the microscale, and
implies the manipulation of components where the size ranges

between 1 µm and 1 mm and the accuracy about 1 µm ([8]),
([6]), ([11]). As a consequence the photon videomicroscope
is required as the image source in the set-up devoted to that
task. The latter exhibits high resolution, but has two drawbacks
which are the weakness of the field-of-view and that of the
depth-of-field. For the system used in the experiments exposed
below (LEICA MZ16A) the field-of-view is 700 µm x 900 µm
at the maximum of the zoom, the depth-of-field varies between
2.9 mm and 0.035 mm according to the numerical aperture of
the objective. Those elements complicate the calibration and
use of the video microscope.
The paper deals with that problem of calibration. Some solu-
tions have been proposed in the literature. The main is that of
Zhou and Nelson ([2]). These authors point out the differences
between a standard image source (with a standard video lens)
and a video microscope. They model the latter by the usual
perspective non linear model in which the optical tube length
Top is introduced in the equations. In fact, many microscopes
include a tube between the sensor and the lens (whose focal
length is noticed f ) in order to increase the magnification. As
a consequence the field-of-view as well as the depth-of-field
become weak. The parameters of their model are Top, f , d

and k1 where d is the distance between the object plane and
the front focal plane and k1 is the lens radial distortion. Tsai
algorithm ([10]) is used to compute the above parameters and
the extrinsic ones (the three Euler angles α, β and γ), and the
translation vector (Tx, Ty, 0)T of a fixed zoom and focus video
microscope. The calibration sample is made of squares of 10
µm side etched in a glass plate. Ammi et al. ([1]), Daflon et
al. ([2]) consider the linear perspective model but use a virtual
3D pattern: a target point is tracked in the images of the scene.
In the case of Ammi et al., the calibration approach of Zhang
([12]) is modified considering simplification due to microscope
imaging. Figl et al. ([4]) consider the linear perspective model
and the algorithm of Tsai in their experiment of calibrating a
variable zoom and focus microscope. A non linear model in-
cluding non paraxial distortion is introduced by Danuser ([3])
in the modelling of a stereo microscope.

In the first section of the paper the linear model of the video



microscope is stated. It is simplified by considering a single
scale factor instead of two, then the concept of multiple scale
model is introduced by modelling that scale factor as a func-
tion of the magnification. That idea is similar to that developed
by Tarabani et al.([9]), Li et al.([5]) and Sturm ([7]) in the case
of macroscopic zoom-lens camera system. The second sec-
tion describes the approach to compute the parameters of that
multiple scale model using a virtual pattern made by tracking
a silicon part in the work scene. The third section states the
experimental results obtained with a commercial videomicro-
scope (MZ16A from Leica) characterized by a motorized zoom
and focus. The latter is modelled and the obtained parameters
are used to implement a visual servo control for the accurate
positioning of a part with respect to a gripping. The paper is
ended by a conclusion.

II. MULTISCALE MODEL

The components of any photon image source is a video lens
in association with a camera. The first component focuses the
rays into the surface of the sensor (of the second) which con-
verts that photonic energy into an electric energy. According to
the video lens, three types of image sources can be considered.
The basic image source is the pinhole camera where no con-
ventional lens is used. An extremely small hole in a very thin
material focuses light by confining all the rays from the scene.
In order to produce a reasonably clear image, the aperture has
to be about a hundred times smaller than the distance to the
sensor, or less.
The standard image source is more complicated than the pin-
hole camera, it includes a standard video lens whose focal
length is greater than some millimeters. The optical magnifica-
tion is very small and then the resolution is very weak. Image
formation on the sensor is driven by standard geometrical and
physical optics.
The last type of photon image source is the video microscope
where the rays are focuses by means of a microscope. The
modern compound microscope is designed to provide a mag-
nified two-dimensional image that is focused axially in succes-
sive focal planes. It is equipped with infinity-corrected objec-
tives which are responsible for primary image formation and
play a central role in determining the quality of the image. Fo-
cal length of microscope is smaller than a millimeter. In some
cases, a tube is also associated in order to increase the magni-
fication.

A. Basic Model

Standard lens based image source is modelled by the non
linear projective model. The latter includes:

• intrinsic parameters inherent to the imaging system: the
focal length f, the scale factors kx, ky in x and y direc-
tions, the principal point coordinates (xo, yo) (front focal
point),

• extrinsic parameters corresponding to the position and ori-
entation of the camera frame with respect to the scene
frame: translation components Tx, Ty , and Tz , and for
example Euler angles α, β and γ,

• distortion parameters: the radial (a1, a2, ...) and tangen-
tial (b1, b2, ...) distortion coefficients.

The improvement of technology enables the manufacturing
of isotropic image sensors in which the scale factors along x

and y are identical:
kx = ky = k (1)

The microscope based image source is an optical imaging
and then can be modelled by the non linear projective model.
However, the quality of laboratory microscope is usually bet-
ter than that of standard lens. Experimental values of distortion
parameters are very weak: ranging from 10−8 to 10−10 ([10]),
([13]). As a consequence the distortions can be neglected, and
then the video microscope can be modeled by the linear pro-
jective model.
That model consists in a perspective projection of a scene point
P onto a pixel p in the retinal plane through the optical center.
Let P and p be respectively represented by the homoge-

neous vector (X,Y, Z, 1)T and (x, y, w)T , the model is writ-
ten:

p = QP (2)

The matrixQ, dimension 3 x 4, is the homogeneous projec-
tion matrix of the image source. It is written:

Q = K


 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0


 ∗ D (3)

The matrixK gathers the intrinsic parameter as followes:

K =


 fk 0 xo

0 fk yo

0 0 1


 (4)

In the microscopes where a tube is associated with the lens,
the parameter f in above equations becomes the sum of the
focal length and the length of that tube.
The displacement matrix D combines the rotation matrix [R]
and the translation vector [T] as followed:

D =

(
R3×3 T1×3

0 1

)
(5)

If the Euler angles α, β, and γ are considered, that rotation
matrix is formulated as followed:

R =


 r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33


 (6)

with:



r11 = cos α cos β

r12 = cos α sin β sin γ − sin α cos γ

r13 = cos α sin β sin γ + sin α sin γ

r21 = sin α cos β

r22 = sinα sin β sin γ + cos α cos γ

r32 = sinα sin β cos γ − cos α sin γ

r13 = − sin β

r32 = cos β sin γ

r33 = cos β cos γ

(7)

B. Multiscale Model

Multiscale calibration is required because the video micro-
scope considered in the experiments, works at multiple zoom
or magnification. Then it is necessary to introduce the zoom
factor ζ in above intrinsic model. The solution we adopt is to
consider only the scale factor k as a non linear function of the
zoom factor ζ (k(ζ)). It is assumed that the others parameters
are not modified by the zoom factor. The model becomes:

K(ζ) =


 fk(ζ) 0 xo

0 fk(ζ) yo

0 0 1


 (8)

As a consequence the knowledge of the zoom factor ζ en-
ables the estimation of the focal length as followed:

f =
K11(ζ)

k(ζ)
(9)

with K11 = fk, the first element of the calibration matrix
K.

C. Application in Visual Servo Control

The purpose of the above calibration scheme is the im-
plementation of 2D visual servoing to perform some tasks of
robotic manipulation, especially the aligning and centering of
a micropart with respect to a gripper. Those tasks require
high accuracy that can be obtained through 2D visual servo-
ing known to be precise and robust to the errors of modelling
of the robotic and imaging systems.
Multiscale calibration leads to multiscale visual control. The
desired value of any visual feature point (s∗) and the current
value of that point (s) become functions of the zoom factor
ζ. As a consequence the interaction matrix Ls integrates that
zoom factor, then the usual visual servo control scheme is mod-
ified as represented in (Fig.1) where Ls and λa are respectively
the pseudo-inverse of the interaction matrix Ls and the gain of
decrease. The change of the zoom causes the change of the
control parameters.

Fig. 1.The functional chart of multiscale visual servoing

III. COMPUTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

There are similarities between vision sensing in the macro,
meso and micro scales. In every scale a 2D image is formed
from a 3D object through an optical lens system. As they are
modelled by the same model, the same approaches of calibra-
tion can be performed. Those techniques are roughly classified
into two families: the photogrammetric calibration approaches
and the self calibration approaches.
- In photogrammetric approaches, the model parameters are
computed by observing a calibration object (3D pattern) whose
geometry is known with very high accuracy. The calibration
object usually consists of 2 or 3 planes orthogonal to each
other. A unique plane object is also used, but in this case sev-
eral images at different 3D orientations should be considered
([10]).
- Self calibration approaches do not necessarily use a calibra-
tion pattern, the correspondences between some images of a
static scene are sufficient to recover both the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters. In that case the accuracy is less better than
in the approaches described above ([13]).
In any case an important number of correspondences p−P are
required. The calibration is performed in two stages.

• The first stage consists in estimating roughly the projec-
tion matrix Q by resolving the DLT obtained by com-
bining the projection equations for the point correspon-
dences.

• The second stage enables the fine estimation of the param-
eters by minimizing a criterium, usually the geometric er-
ror: ∑

i

d(pi, QPi) (10)

Even if the same algorithm can be implemented both in
macro and micro scales, they are some fundamental differ-
ences between standard lens and microscope based image
sources calibration. A microscope is characterized by very
weak depth-of-field and field-of-view. For the system used in
the experiments exposed below, the field-of-view is 700µm
× 900µm at the maximum zoom and the depth-of-view is



0.035µm.

As a consequence of those limitations, a 3D calibration
sample cannot be used, the sample is reduced to a planar object
that should be almost parallel to the lens. A video microscope
is heavy and cumbersome and then is not easy to manipulate.
Those constraints complicate the calibration. On the other
hand, the presence in the set-up of accurate motion sources
as XYZ stages enables the performing of accurate motions of
the plane calibration sample and contributes to facilitate the
calibration.

Instead of using a real sample or virtual points as encoun-
tered in the literature, the proposition is to used the power of
image processing: the center of a micrometric part is tracked
in the images of the scene. The part is moved accurately by a
XYZ stage, so its center position in the scene is known with
high accuracy. Those positions are used to synthesize a virtual
image which is used in the algorithm exposed above. That ap-
proach enables high accuracy in the computing of the model
parameters. The approach is also simple, since it does not re-
quire the micromachining of any pattern. The components to
assembly are directly used.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Above propositions are validated using a set-up including
a multiple scale imaging system (a stereo video microscope
MZ16A from Leica), a robotic system and a gripping system.
All the elements are placed in a clean room in order to control
the temperature and humidity of the environment.

A. The Robotic and gripping Systems

They include the following elements:
• a 3 DOF positioning platform (2 linear stages (x and y),
and 1 rotating stage (θ)),

• a 2 DOF micromanipulator (1 vertical linear stage (z) and
1 rotating stage mounted at 45 degrees from the vertical
one),

• an end-effector (microgripper) mounted on the microma-
nipulator (it is 4 DOF system).

B. The Imaging System

It includes:
• a video stereomicroscope (of the type LEICA MZ 16 A
from Leica) for the top of view.

• a video microscope (based on long tube) for the side view.
The second image source is not considered in the paper.
The particularity of the MZ 16 A is the fact that the change

of the zoom (magnification) is achieved by the optical block
translating along Z axis. The zoom does not modify the focal

length since all the objective system remains invariant. Then,
zooming followed by focusing do not change the intrinsic
parameters, the only modification occurs on the component Tz

of the translation vector [T] of the extrinsic parameters.

The depth-of-field of the MZ 16 A varies between 2.9 mm
for the smallest zoom factor to 0.035 mm for the greatest zoom
factor. Then, sharp images can be obtained only when the
object is located in a very narrow region around the focused
plane. Those limitations justify the performing of above cali-
bration concept.

C. Autofocus Achievement

Fig. 2. The focus estimation according to the position of the
microscope

Because of the weakness of the depth-of-field as exposed
above, an autofocus method is implemented in order to guar-
antee the obtaining of focused images during the experiments.
The depth of the scene is scanned step by step, images are ac-
quired and the focus is estimated. The system is repositioned
in the position where the focus estimation is the highest. The
variance Fvar is used as the focus estimator:

Fvar =
1

H.W.µ

∑
H

∑
W

(i(x, y) − µ)2 (11)

with:
• H andW respectively the image height and width
• µ the image intensity average.
Fig.2 shows the evolution of the focus according to the po-

sition of the microscope. The sharpness of the peak indicates
the relevance of the method.

D. The Scale Factor Calibration

The following calibration sample is used: 3 holes are en-
graved in a metal part. The diameters of the holes are estimated



to 1961.5, 1037.5 and 429.85 µm using a SEM of 10 nm reso-
lution. According to the zoom value the relevant hole image is
considered in the computation of the scale factor.
The zoom factor ζ is modified with a step of 0.5 and 172

images are acquired. In every image the relevant hole is de-
tected using a normalized correlation and the scale factor k(ζ)
corresponding to the ratio of the diameter of the hole in µm
(Ss) by it diameter in pixels (Sp(ζ)) is computed:

k(ζ) =
Ss

Sp(ζ)
(12)

Fig.3 represents the evolution of the scale factor k(ζ) accord-
ing to the zoom factor (or magnification) ζ. The approximation
of that function by a polynomial using MatLab gives a polyno-
mial P of degree ten:

P = [p1p2...p11] (13)

ordered by increasing powers of ζ.

Fig. 3. The representation of the scale factor according to the
magnification value

E. The Virtual Pattern Construction

The object used to achieve the virtual pattern is a silicon
micro part of dimensions 400 µm x 400 µm x 100 µm (Fig.4).
Steps of displacement of 300µm in x and y di-

rections are performed, and the virtual pattern is gen-
erated as exposed above (Fig.4). Some irregularities
are noticed corresponding to the geometry of the scene.

Fig. 4. The automatic tracking of the part and the virtual
pattern obtained

F. The Model at a Fixed Zoom Factor

For a zoom position of 38×, the computation of the calibra-
tion matrix gives:

• K =


 3146.3 0 512.5

0 3146.3 385.5
0 0 1


 (pixels)

According to the equations, the following values are derived:
• k = kx = ky = 3.6444 µm
• f = 11.466×103 µm

And the extrinsic parameters are:
• α = 88.73◦, β = -27.26◦ and γ = 4.01◦

• Tv = [822, 963, 13156]T (cm)

G. Calibrating with a Real Sample

Fig. 5. The real pattern

Previous parameters are estimated using a real calibration
sample: 20 square holes of 100 µm side and 380 µm depth are
etched in a silicon wafer (Fig.5). The same algorithm is used
for the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters estimation. The zoom
factor is ζ = 38×, as for the model estimation using the virtual
pattern. The results obtained are very close to that of the first
approach. However, the mean error has doubled, i.e. Em =
3.1446 µm. The calibration accuracy depends on the engrav-
ing precision. On another side, the results are strongly depen-
dent of the image quality obtained by the microscope. The use
of the real pattern appears to be not practical in the microma-
nipulation case. It is very difficult to install and remove the
calibration target in the confined space of manipulation under
the optical microscope.

H. Application to Visual Servo Control

As exposed above the calibration parameters are used to
perform the task of aligning and centering a part with respect
to a gripper by visual servo control. Fig. 6 shows some shots
during the achieving of those tasks, the final error is 0.5 degree
and 2.6 µm showing the relevance of the approach.



Fig. 6. Some shots during the alignment and centering of the
part with respect to the gripper

V. CONCLUSION

Robotic microassembly corresponds to the assembly of mi-
crometric (i.e. submillimeter) parts, to get compound products,
by means of a robotic system in conjunction with a gripping
system and an imaging system. The latter delivers images
from which a lot of informations can be extracted for multiple
use (surveillance, control, quality inspection, ...). A difficult
aspect of the problem is the simultaneous requirement of high
resolution information with low resolution information, the
formers give accurate view of the scene when the latter give
global one. The interesting solution to that multiscale imaging
is the photon video microscope with electronically variable
zoom.
The paper deals with the multiscale modelling of the variable
zoom photon video microscope. It is shown that the function-
ing of the latter can reasonably be described by a simplified
projective model. The first simplification is relative to the
omission of distortions because of the weak values of their
coefficients. The second simplification consists in considering
equal the scale factor along the axis x and y. Finally the
(intrinsic) parameters become the focal length f , the scale
factor k, the principal point coordinates (x0, y0). The concept
of multiple scale modelling is introduced through the zoom
factor ζ whose mathematical relation with the scale factor k is
claimed: k is a polynomial of ζ (k = k(ζ)).
Then the following approach of calibration is proposed: the
polynomial k(ζ) is accurately established by changing the
zoom factor ζ and computing the corresponding scale factor
k, and the linear projective model is computed using a usual
calibration approach but with a virtual calibration sample. The
latter is obtained by mapping some successive centers of a
micrometric part in the scene with their correspondences in
the image.

The concepts are tested using a set-up including a robotic
system with accurate positioning stages, a photon video
microscope (MZ16A from Leica) and a silicon micropart (400
µm x 400 µm x 100 µm). The polynomial is of degree ten
and the focal length is 11.5 mm. The final error of calibration
is about 1.45 µm indicating the rightness of the approach.
These results are then used to implement a visual servo for
the task of aligning and centering a part with respect to a
gripper. The following errors are obtained, 0.5 degree for
the orientation and 2.6 µm for the position. They show the
relevant of developed concepts.
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